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ABSTRACT: Right away day's remote sensor 

structure has changed into an examination field. 

Framework life time and vitality cutoff are one 

of the key tensions toward remote sensor 

structures. Sensors are obliged correspondingly 

as battery power, stockpiling, constrained get 

ready point of confinement. As a possible result 

of these reasons new traditions are proposed the 

framework which is remote sensor structures. 

This paper fundamentally assemble based 

specific different leveled traditions TEEN 

(Threshold Sensitive Energy Efficient Sensor 

Network Protocol). The sensor framework 

arranging in TEEN depends on upon a 

substitute unmistakable leveled assembling. 

Young is information driven, responsive, event 

driven custom which is most sensible for time 

key application. It transmits information in hard 

edge and sensitive edge values. If the edges that 

are not ace, then centers will never 

communicate.In this paper we execute dynamic 

way choice arrangement to make high 

adolescent tradition as issue tolerant adolescent 

protocol(fteen) using battery power. In this 

game-plan planning courses are to be choosen 

competently in this manner the viable focus way 

will be chosen for group transmission. The 

execution evaluation is attempted through 

preoccupation for pack delivery 

ratio,throughput and delay. 
 

Keywords:TEEN,FTEEN,routing 

protocols,clustering 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Sensor structures have made as a promising gadgets 

for checking the physical world, using self-sorting 

out frameworks of battery-fueled remote sensors 

that can sense, plan and pass on. In sensor 

frameworks, significance is a key asset, while 

applications demonstrate a constrained arrangement 

of properties. A sensor structure is a plan of various 

minimal minor low power contraptions, called 

center point, which are spatially appropriated with a 

particular picking objective to perform an 

application-organized overall undertaking. These 

hub graph a system by contrasting and each other 

either particularly or through various hub. One or 

more hub among them will serve as sink(s) that are 

fit for chatting with the customer either particularly 

or through the current wired structures. The key 

part of the structure is the sensor, key for review 

certifiable physical conditions, for instance, sound, 

temperature, wetness, power, vibration, weight, 

headway, pollutions subsequently on at different 

locations.The essential sensor hub, which contain 

recognizing, on board processor for data get 

arranged, and going on fragments, influence the 

considered sensor frameworks in setting of steady 

effort of a significant number of hub. Every hub by 

and large incorporates the four portions: sensor 

unit, focal handling unit (CPU), power unit, and 

commnication unit. They are dispatched with 

different errand. The sensor unit incorporates ADC 

(Analog to Digital Converter). The sensor unit is 

responsible for get-together information as the 

ADC asks for, and giving back the fundamental 

data it perceived. ADC is a go between that tells the 

CPU what the sensor unit has recognized, other 

than lights up the sensor unit what to do. 

Communication unit is tasked to get request or 

question from and transmit the data from CPU to 

the outside world. CPU is the most complex unit. It 

interprets the summon or demand to ADC, screens 

and controls power if key, frames got data, enlists 

the going with ricochet to the sink. Power unit 
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supplies centrality to sensor unit, set up the unit and 

correspondence unit. 

 

A. Routing  protocols in wsn: 

Generally speaking, directing in WSNs can be 

appropriated into at-based controlling, different 

leveled based directing, and domain assemble 

guiding depending upon system structure. In at-

based coordinating, all inside focuses are in many 

cases alloted level with parts or conventions. In 

dynamic based steering, notwithstanding, focus 

focuses will recognize unmistakable parts in the 

framework. In region based directing, sensor hubs' 

positions are abused to steering data in the 

structure. A directing convention is seen as versatile 

if certain structure parameters can be controlled 

requesting to modify the finished focus to change 

according to the present framework conditions and 

open centrality levels. What's more, these traditions 

can be sorted out into multipath-based, request 

based, plan based, QoS-based, or sane based 

directing systems depending with respect to the 

custom operation. The above, coordinating 

conventions can be depicted into three portrayals: 

into be particular, proactive, reactive,and cross 

breed conventions depending on how the source 

finds a directing to the destination. In proactive 

conventions, all courses are taken care of before 

they are truly required, while in responsive 

conventions, courses are enlisted on interest. 

Crossover conventions use a blend of these two 

considerations. Right when sensor hubs are static, it 

is charming over have table driven guiding 

conventions instead of using responsive 

conventions. A considerable measure of 

imperativeness is used as a touch of courses 

conventions and setup of steady customs. Another 

class of directing is known as the solid obliging 

conventions. In obliging planning, focus indicates 

send data a focal hub where data can be amassed 

and may be at risk to progress get prepared, along 

these lines diminishing courses cost likewise as 

essentialness use. 

A. Classification of Sensor Networks 

Here, we show a basic order of sensor systems on 

the premise of their method of working and the kind 

of target application.:  

 Proactive Networks  

The hubs in this framework once in a while switch 

on their sensors and transmitters, sense the earth 

and transmit the data of interest. Along these, they 

give a portrayal of the central parameters at obvious 

breaks. They are suitable for applications requiring 

sporadic data viewing. 

 Reactive Networks 

In this strategy the centers react in a blast to 

sudden and radical changes in the estimation of 

a recognized quality. From this time forward, 

they are fitting for time indispensable 

applications. 

B. Fault tolerance 

Adaptation to internal failure to non-basic 

disappointment is the ability to ensure the 

helpfulness of the framework in the events of 

insufficiencies and dissatisfactions .There are 

different purposes behind the error of WSNs. 

Sensor centers may fall level in light of 

consumption of their battery power, missing 

the mark regarding equipment parts, (for 

instance, preparing unit, handset et cetera.) or 

hurt by an outside event. The remote 

associations may fail as an aftereffect of 

changeless or brief blockage by a deterrent or 

ecological condition . The affiliation frustration 

causes the structure segments and part changes 

in system topology. Sensor hubs with missing 

the mark sensors could take an eagerness for 

the structure operation since they are still 

arranged for coordinating data. Issues: 

essentially steady lacks are considered. The 

relationship, due their remote nature, are more 

affected by transient issues (millisecond scale). 

In any case, stopgap limits or frightful 

environment conditions can keep a relationship 

for extend timeframes. 

1)Intra-cluster fault detection: In the event 

that data from a hub does not get for a pre-

described irregular time, then CH sits tight for 

a period afresh. Since it is possible through 

obstacles and disturbances data was lost, 

however hub is strong. After second time 

frame, if CH does not get parcel acknowledge 

this hub is broken. Hence, CH demonstrate a 

bundle to all neighbor CHs and all hubs in his 

bunch and claims this center point with this ID 

is flawed. 

2) Intra-cluster error detection: When CH 

gets data from hubs that arranged in same 

territory, enrolls a "middle quality" for these 

data and store in table. Each time data arrives, 

CH contrasts this data and "center worth". 

While difference is more unmistakable than a 

pre-described unfaltering deviation as "_", CH 

distinguishes a slip-up and hub that conveyed 

this data, is considered as broken. Yet again, 

CH demonstrates a bundle to all neighbor CHs 

and all hubs in his bunch and reports this hub 

with this ID is imperfect. 
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3) Inter-cluster fault detection: CHs are an 

essential bit of WSNs and their failure must 

recognize speedily. Consequently, we use this 

technique. CHs send a bundle to various CHs 

sporadically. This parcel contains information of all 

hubs that exist in bunch. In case a CH doesn't get 

this parcel from a neighbor CH, considers that as an 

imperfect CH. 

 
II. RELATED WORK 

 

A. TEEN: A Routing Protocol for Enhanced 

Efficiency in Wireless Sensor Networks: In this 

paper, maker show a formal portrayal of sensor 

systems. Creator other than demonstrate another 

structure protocol,TEEN for open frameworks. 

High TEEN is fitting for time key applications and 

is other than completely besides to the degree 

essentialness use and response time. It additionally 

allows the customer to control the centrality use and 

accuracy to suit the application. The execution of 

TEEN is studied in two modes, one with simply the 

hard edge (hard mode) and the other with both past 

what numerous would consider conceivable and the 

fragile edge (sensitive mode). Past what numerous 

would consider conceivable is set at the typical 

estimation of the most unimportant and the most 

lifted possible temperatures. 

B.Dead node recognition in TEEN protocol 

SURVEY :- This paper just administers bunch 

based dynamic conventionTEEN (Threshold 

Sensitive Energy EEfficient Sensor Network 

Protocol). The sensor framework layout in TEEN 

relies on an other element bunch. Youngster is data 

driven, occasion driven convention which is most 

fitting for time essential application. It transmits 

data in hard edge and delicate purpose of 

imprisonment qualities. If the edges are not master, 

then center points will never correspondence. The 

customer won't get any data from framework and 

won't come to know whether each one of the hubs 

fizzle terribly. Along these, customer won't have the 

capacity to see what number of hubs are alive or 

dead in structure and won't have the most distant 

point about framework lifetime. This paper deals 

with that inside will have the capacity to tell base 

station or sink before leaving framework and base 

station will consider alive and dead hubs in the 

structure. 
C. Performance Evaluation of the DEEC, Teen 

and EDCS Protocols for Heterogeneous WSNS :- 
This paper has evaluated the execution of progress 

Distributed Energy-Efficient Clustering based 

traditions like DEEC, TEEN and EDCS under 

different circumstances; including specific measure 

of heterogeneity. The relationship has shown that 

the EDCS has to an unprecedented degree sensible 

results over other DEEC and TEEN varieties 
since dumbfounding a portion of T-aggregate i.e. it 

treats all heterogeneous sensor hubs with same race 

probability when each hub has lesser vitality than 

T-absolute. 

 

D. Performance Evaluation of Proactive and 

Reactive Routing Protocols in Wireless Sensor 

Networks: In this paper, creator have considered 

the different coordinating which use these sorting 

out portions and have thought about them.Author 

have in like manner taken the homogenous and 

heterogeneous sort of structures other than see the 

effect of homogeneity and heterogeneity on the 

guiding in the framework. Thusly, Author have 

taken LEACH and SEP directing conventions for 

homogenous and heterogeneous framework 

uninhibitedly using proactive part to thrashing and 

TEEN and TADEEC traditions for homogenous 

and heterogeneous using open portions. 

 

E. Key Schemes for Security Enhanced TEEN 

Routing Protocol in Wireless Sensor Networks:- 
In this paper, creator proposed a crossover key of 

activity uncommonly for the TEEN convention: a 

symmetric key blueprint for the intracluster and an 

open key course of action for the intercluster.The 

era results demonstrate that structure lifetime of the 

proposed mixture key approach lessens around 8% 

than the TEEN tradition and around 4% isolated 

and the TEEN custom with symmetric key game 

plan. Clearly, a cross breed key plan gives favored 

gainful transmission over that of the symmetric key 

strategy. 

F. A Fault Tolerant Protocol for Wireless Sensor 

Networks: Deficiency versatility is a champion 

amongst the most tremendous of various challenges 

in these frameworks. This paper, demonstrates a 

group based imperfection tolerant convention that 

utilizations from imperativeness capable strategy 

for clustering.We propose a novel instrument for 

mix-up recognizable proof. this arrangement 

recognizes defects and bunch correctly. In like 

manner, we propose a novel deficiency recovery 

technique to recover bunch heads beneficially. In 

any case this arrangement is careful, saves 

essentialness of hubs too. That is basic for such 

frameworks. 
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III. TEEN PROTOCOL (THRESHOLD 

SENSITIVE ENERGY EFFICIENT 

SENSORNETWORK PROTOCOL) 

 

The central tradition made for responsive structures 

is TEEN (Threshold touchy Energy Efficient sensor 

Network convention). Teenager depends on after 

get-together based distinctive leveled approach and 

uses information driven method. Youngster is 

occasion driven, open convention which is most 
fitting for time key application. It transmit 

information in hard point of confinement and 

fragile edge values as it uses information driven 

procedure in which information is vital and asked 

for in context of quality worth. The use of this 

tradition, for example, interference distinguishing 

proof, impact area in this way on . In TEEN 

convention group head progression framework 

depends on upon LEACH (Low Energy Adaptive 

bunching in Hierarchy). In the first place the group 

are restricted, and after that CH telecasts two edges 

to the every part focus point: hard limit (HT), and 

delicate edge (ST). At every pack change time this 

two qualities are in addition show by CH. The 

working of TEEN is: 

•Hard threshold (HT): This is a most remote point 

respect for the recognized trademark. It is the total 

estimation of the property past which, the hub 

remembering this quality must switch on its 

transmitter and report to its group head. 

 

•Soft Threshold (ST): This is a little change in the 

estimation of the perceived property which triggers 

the hub to switch on its transmitter and transmit.  

 

As it says in definition, precisely when the 

distinguished trademark is in the degree of interest 

the hard edge permits the hubs to transmit 

information and by doing in light of present 

circumstances they decrease the measure of 

transmissions essentially. Sensitive Threshold 

likewise essentially energize lessen the measure of 

transmission of perceived information as it wipes 

out information transmission if there is in every 

practical sense no change in the recognized 

trademark. In this logic, in context of the end 

customer's great position the sensor hubs will just 

transmits information taking into hard edge regard 

and sensitive edge regard which prompts the more 

essentialness assets. These two quality qualities can 

be balanced with a specific completed goal to 

control number of information parcel transmission. 

 

 

A. Issues in teen protocol: 

 

TEEN (Threshold sensitive Energy Efficient sensor 

Network protocol) is a receptive convention used 

for the time essential applications like interference 

distinguishing proof. It transmits data in light of 

hard farthest point and delicate limit values. 

The use of this tradition is, for instance, 

interference recognizable proof, impact 

acknowledgment. Drawback is, when there is a 

matter of rational execution of TEEN there 

must be no inadequacy in the group. once the 
way picked either in a settled case or randomly the 

path get the opportunity to be ceaseless in steering 

table and each one of the parcel get passed on at 

whatever indicate the essential come pass on bundle 

from hub S to hub D. This is the circumstance has 

been completed in the present tradition named 

TEEN. Using this kind of system there is a 

shortcoming in which if the significant bundle 

stream is required from hub S to hub D then the hub 

may get down with high use of battery and along 

these lines the lack happen with hub gets down. 

Without further ado this can be overcome using the 

dynamic route determination in light of the thought 

in which the bundle get passed on through the way 

P1 if the way has high open battery life diverging 

from another way P2. 

B. Proposed Work 

FTEEN(Fault tolerant teen protocol): FTEEN is 

the better form of TEEN convention in which 

adaptation to internal failure is included through 

Dynamic Path Selection system.  

Best way : MaxBL ( Pi )  

The term portrayed above Best way is the 

accessible way for Pi where ith is number depicted 

for way has greatest possible battery life.By picking 

the dynamic way from the accessible aggregate 

ways from source hub S to destination hub D where 

the reachable total battery life is longer the 

advantage happen towards the security fruition in 

which the gatecrasher can not figure the following 

picked way from hub S to hub D. Consequently 

receiving this technique the accompanying 

repayment can be profited mostly.  

1)Using element way determination the security 

from obstruction can be actualized effortlessly.  

2)The total battery life of system can be enhanced 

and in this manner the deficiency tolerant system 

can be built up in great way. 
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Fig.1. Flowchart 

IV. SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT AND 

RESULTS 

 

With the help of Network Simulation (NS-2) we 

made the framework with sporadic hubs . A UDP is 

used to make relationship in source and destination. 

With the help of Constant Bit Rate (CBR) 

movement is create. The impersonation has been 

taken out in NS-2 apparatus and the parameters 

utilized for the approval are talked about beneath: 
 

Table -1: Scenario generated with parameter 

Parameter Value 

Terrain Area 2000 m x 2000 m 

Simulation Time 150 millisecond 

MAC Type 802.11 

Application Traffic CBR 

Routing Protocol FTEEN 

Data Payload 512 Bytes/Packet 

Pause Time 2.0 s 

Number of Nodes Random 

Number of Sources 1 

 
A.  Performance metrics: 

 

1.  Throughput: The throughput is the 

extent of aggregate whole of data which 

performs the recipient from the sender to 

the time it takes for the gatherer to get the 

last package. It is tended to in bits 

dependably or disperses seconds. 

Throughput is influenced by various 

changes in topology, confined 

transmission limit and constrained force. 

Precarious correspondence is additionally 

one of the sections which unfavorably 

influence the throughput parameter. 

2. Packet delivery ratio : the degree of the 

measure of went on data bundle to the 

destination. This addresses the level of 

went on data to the destination.   

∑ Number of packet receive/∑ Number of 

packets send 

3. Delay:- Delay shows to what degree it 

took for a bundle to venture out from the 

source to the destination. The Delay is a 

normal time in order to cross the bundle 

inside the framework. This sets each one 

of the deferrals fulfilled in the center 

obviously procurement, buffering and 

managing at transitional hubs. 

 

 

 
 

 
Fig: a.1  Throughput 

 
In the above graph it is clear that the throughput 

increases in FTEEN as compared to the TEEN 

protocol as we increase the number of node 
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Fig: a.2 Delay 

In the above graph delay decreases in FTEEN as 

compared to in TEEN protocol which is good sign 

of new protocol in which it is required lower delay 

with increase in heavy network nodes functioning. 

 

Fig: a.3 PDR 

In the above graph it is clear that Packet Delivery 

Ratio in FTEEN protocol increases as compared to 

TEEN protocol as we increase the number of nodes 

which makes throughput better. 

V. CONCLUSION 

 

In this paper we have thought about the execution 

of existing TEEN convention with FTEEN 

(deficiency tolerant TEEN protocol).In this paper 

we have altered TEEN convention by including 

highlight of adaptation to non-critical failure in it 

and have contrasted its execution and TEEN 

convention on measurements throughput,delay and 

parcel conveyance ratio.It has been graphically 

watched that execution of enhanced convention ie 
FTEEN is superior to anything TEEN 

protocol.Dynamic way determination calculation is 

utilized to make TEEN convention as shortcoming 

tolerant in which that way will be choice whose 

hubs have most elevated battery power.FTEEN is 

the enhanced form of TEEN convention. 
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